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Description
Drop support for GlExec
Announced at the stakeholders' meeting.
There are only a couple of sites using this in Europe and they are phasing out (check w/ Steve Tim)
Tim Thaysen mentioned on 6/19 that the Flightworthy team would like to get rid of it.
Related issues:
Related to GlideinWMS - Feature #25249: Review the need for GLIDEIN_REQUIRE_V...

New

11/25/2020

Related to GlideinWMS - Feature #25053: Remove additional install/configurati...

Resolved

10/06/2020

History
#1 - 06/19/2020 05:48 PM - Marco Mambelli
Here from Tim Theisen

Hi Tim,
end of July works fine for GlideinWMS.
8.9 is used in the development version that will drop it in the next release due out soon.
GWMS 3.6.x stable uses OSG 3.5, condor 8.8.
Thank you,
Marco
On Jun 19, 2020, at 11:23 AM, Tim Theisen <tim@cs.wisc.edu> wrote:
Hi Marco,
We would remove it from the Development version. This will become the
new stable. We had originally stated the HTCondor 9.0 would be out this
summer. It's now looking like fall. So, if we remove it from 8.9. It
would only be in the 8.8 version (not 9.0). HTCondor will support 8.8
for 6 months after the release of 9.0. So, glexec would be in a
supported version until next spring. The OSG may elected to continue the
support for longer. We have done so in the past.
Does that make sense to you?
Would it be a hardship if glexec is dropped from the 8.9 series at the
end of July? (Otherwise, we could drop support for it at the end of
September.)
Let me know what works for you.
...Tim
#2 - 10/07/2020 11:40 PM - Marco Mambelli
Green light for dropping GlExec
GLExec is no longer used in the FIFE factories, by DUNE or by the CMS factories
and it is not installed anyplace at Fermilab anymore.
Steve
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#3 - 11/09/2020 12:13 PM - Dennis Box
- Target version changed from v3_7_1 to v3_7_2
- Assignee set to Dennis Box
#4 - 11/25/2020 09:32 AM - Marco Mambelli
- Related to Feature #25249: Review the need for GLIDEIN_REQUIRE_VOMS, VomsIdle, ProxyIdle added
#5 - 11/25/2020 09:33 AM - Marco Mambelli
- Assignee changed from Dennis Box to Marco Mambelli
- Status changed from New to Work in progress
#6 - 11/25/2020 03:39 PM - Marco Mambelli
- Assignee changed from Marco Mambelli to Marco Mascheroni
- Status changed from Work in progress to Feedback
Some files have not been fixed:
install/glideinWMS.ini, install/services/VOFrontend.py, install/services/Factory.py, install/services/Condor.py, install/services/Glidein.py,
doc/components/configuration_install.html, not touched, files being removed in another ticket [#25053] - were part of tarball installation
Changes are in v37/24548
#7 - 11/25/2020 03:40 PM - Marco Mambelli
- Related to Feature #25053: Remove additional install/configuration scripts added
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